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Abstract  
Violence is as old as man. Violence is a behavior involving physical force 
intended to hurt, damage or kill someone or something. It is the use of 
physical force so as to injure, abuse, damage, or destroy. Violence both at 
the home front and the larger society is fast becoming a normal way of 
life. On a daily basis, we hear of someone killing or manning their spouse 
or an angry lover pouring acid on an ex-lover or someone being 
forcefully taken away from their family and loved ones. Violence has 
many causes, including frustration, exposure to violent media, mental 
problems, poverty and unemployment, education, young parents, 
relationship retention behavior, historical factors, cultural factors and 
self defense. It was the need to protect citizens from violence such as 
these that led to the enactment of the VAPP Act, 2015. The Violence 
against Persons (Prohibition) Act is an improvement on the Penal and 
Criminal Code in relation to violence. It was enacted to nip violence in 
the bud, and reduce the act to its barest minimum. The Act is laudable 
and aimed at bringing relief to the many victims of violence in our 
society. It will reduce cases of self-help where in victims take the laws 
into their hands to retaliate for violence meted out to them. The Act 
ensures that offenders are brought to justice and victims are compensated 
adequately. It conceals the identities of the victims and ensures that they 
are re-integrated into the society. The major limitation of the Act is its 
limited application to the Federal Capital Territory Abuja. Section 46 of 
the Act should be amended. The application of the Act should not only be 
limited to the Federal Capital Territory. Its application should be 
extended to all parts of the country, because it bothers on violation of 
human rights which is of a universal concern. 

 
Introduction 
The Act was signed into law on the 25th of May 2015. It is comprised of 48 
sections and 9 schedules consisting of 6 forms.  
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It is an amalgamation of different bills which sought to abolish all obsolete 
laws relating to matters such as rape, assault, harmful traditional 
practices, and all forms of violence including physical, sexual and 
psychological, discrimination of persons and to provide adequate 
protection and effective remedies for victims and punishment of 
offenders.1 
The Act covers socio-economic and political violence as well as 
abandonment of children, forceful ejection from home, spousal battery 
and incest. The National Agency for the Prohibition of Trafficking in 
Persons (NAPTIP) is named as the service provider.2 The Act criminalizes 
certain conducts or acts. This article will discuss some of them. 
 
Definition of Violence 
The Act broadly defines Violence thus: 

Violence in this Act. unless the context otherwise requires, means 
any act or attempted act which causes or may cause any person 
physical, sexual, psychological, verbal, emotional or economic 
harm whether this occurs in private or public life, in peace time 
and in conflict situation.3 

 
This definition appears all encompassing as it captures every form of 
imaginable nature of violence; like violence against men, women, 
children, political violence etc. 
 
An Examination of the Violence against Persons Prohibition Act 2015 
 

(a) Rape 
The Act expands the meaning and concept of rape. It is worthy of mention 
that other existing laws limited the scope of rape to protect only the 
females in connection to vaginal penetration without consent.4 The Act5 
defines rape as when a person intentionally penetrates the vagina, anus or 
mouth of another person with any other part of his or her body or 
anything else without consent, or where such consent is obtained by force 
or means of threat or  intimidation of any kind or by fear of harm or by 

                                                           
1
VAPP Act 2015, long title of the Act 

2
Ibid,  s 44 

3
VAPP Act 2015,  s 1 

4
  Criminal Code Act s 357 

5
  VAPP Act 2015 s 1 
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means of a false and fraudulent representation as to the nature of the act 
or the use of any sustenance or additive capable of taking away the will of 
such person or in the case of the married person by impersonating his or 
her spouse.6 By this definition both males and female are protected against 
rape. By virtue of this noble provision of the Act, sex now goes beyond the 
primary sex organs. Rape by this provision has been extended to include 
the mouth and anus. This is laudable.  
A person convicted of an offence under subsection (1) of this section is 
liable to imprisonment for life except under the following conditions. 
(i) Where the offenders is less than 14 years of age. The offender is 

liable to a maximum of 14 years imprisonment. 
(ii) In all other cases, to a minimum of 12 years imprisonment without 

an option of fine; or  
(iii) In the case of rape by a group of persons, the offenders are liable 

jointly to a minimum of 20 years imprisonment without an option 
of fine. 

 
(b) Prohibition of Female Genital Mutilation7.  
This is one of the most notable and commendable provisions of the Act. 
The Act is the first legislation to prohibit and prescribe punishment for 
Female Genital Mutilation (FGM). Circumcision and genital mutilation are 
still prevalent in certain parts of the country. A person who performs 
female circumcision or genital mutilation or engages another to carry out 
such circumcision or mutilation commits an  offence and is liable on 
conviction to a term of imprisonment not exceeding 4 years or to a fine not 
exceeding N200,000.00 or both. 
Also anyone who attempts to carry out the offence of female circumcision 
or genital mutilation also commits an offence and is liable on conviction to 
a term of imprisonment or to a fine not exceeding N100,000.00 or both. A 
person who also incites, aids or counsels another to commit the offence of 
female circumcision or mutilation commits an offence and is liable on 
conviction to a term of imprisonment act exceeding 2 years or to a fine not 
exceeding N100,000.00 or both. 
 
 
 

                                                           
6
Ibid, s 1 (1) a-c 

7
VAPP Act 2015, s 6 
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(c) Protection of the Identities of the Victims 
The Act makes a noble provision to conceal the identities of the victims. 
This is essential because victims or potential victims might not want to 
come forward to report complaints for fear of victimization. By virtue of 
the Act8 there are categories of persons that may be present in court 
during trials.9 The courts are empowered to hold proceedings in Camera10 
and can exclude any person from attending such proceedings11,  prohibits 
the publication of certain information in relation to the trial to ensure that 
the dignity of the victim and other parties to the trial are protected. 
In Faith Okafor v Lagos State Government & Anor,12 the case was an appeal 
against the decision of the High Court of Lagos State for the enforcement 
of Fundamental Human Rights. The appellant on the 25th of May, 2013 
was found loitering during the monthly environmental sanitation. She 
was bundled and rough handled into a black maria with other persons 
who were arrested and they were arraigned before the Special Offences 
Court, where she pleaded guilty, was convicted and fined N2, 000.00 for 
wandering, loitering and walking about in defiance of the monthly 
compulsory environmental sanitation exercise. The appellant paid the fine 
imposed and subsequently instituted proceedings at the High Court of 
Lagos State for the enforcement of her right to dignity of the human 
person; having been rough handled and bundled into the blackmaria. The 
action succeeded. 
 
(d) Compensation to Victims of Crime 
The Act notably provides for compensation to victims of crime. The court 
is to award appropriate compensation to the victim as it may deem fit in 
the circumstance.13 Victims and survivors of violence are entitled to 
receive medical, psychological, social and legal assistance by 
governmental or non-governmental agencies providing such services. 
Information on the availability of social, health and legal services and 
other relevant assistance would be provided to the victim. The victim is 
also to benefit from rehabilitation and re-integration programmes.14 

                                                           
8
Ibid, s 38 (1) (c) (iii) 

9
Ibid, s 38(3) 

10
Ibid,  s 38(4) 

11
VAPP Act 2015, s 39 

12
  (2016) LPELR – 41066 (CA) 

13
Ibid,  s 1 (3) and s2 (5) 

14
Ibid, s 38(1) (a) –(c) 
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(e)  Record for Sexual Offenders 
The Act has provided for a register of convicted sexual offenders to be 
kept. This register is to be maintained and accessible to the public.15 
Where a person has been convicted for sexual offence more than once, the 
court is at liberty to declare such a person a dangerous sexual offender.16 
 

(f) Abandonment of Children, Spouse and other Dependents without 
Means of Sustenance. Abandonment of children and spouses is prevalent in 
the country today perhaps due to the harsh economy. The Act criminalizes 
abandonment of one’s spouse, children and other dependents without means 
of sustenance. Anyone guilty of the offence will face imprisonment of not less 
than one year, or a fine of not less than N100,000.00.17 
A person who receives or renders assistance to another who to his or her 
knowledge, committed this offence is considered an accessory after the fact 
and is liable  on conviction to a term of imprisonment not exceeding one year 
or a fine not exceeding N100,000.00 or both.18 
 
(g) Spousal Battery 
The Act criminalizes spousal battery. The offender is liable on conviction to a 
term of imprisonment not exceeding 3 years or a fine not exceeding N300, 
000.00 or both.19 
 

(h) Incest 
The practice of incest has become prevalent in our society. Persons related by 
blood (consanguinity) and by marriage (affinity) are not allowed to contract 
marriage.20 Section 4621 defines incest as ‘any sexual intercourse between a 
person and anyone who is to his or her knowledge a daughter or son, 
granddaughter or son, a sister or brother, mother or father, niece or nephew, 
aunt/uncle, grandmother or granduncle. It is an offence for any person to 
intentionally have carnal knowledge of another within the prohibited degrees 
of consanguinity and affinity. Incest is punishable with a minimum of ten (10) 
years imprisonment, where no consent is obtained and five (5) years, where 
there is consent without an option of fine. 

 

                                                           
15

Ibid,s1 (4) 
16

VAPP Act 2015,  s43(a) 
17

Ibid,  s16 (1) – (3) 
18

Ibid, s 16(14) 
19

Ibid,  s 19 
20

  Matrimonial Causes Act 2004, s 3 
21

VAPP Act 2015 
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(i) Ejection from Home Forcefully 
Spouses can no longer eject themselves forcefully. Any partner who 
forcefully evicts his/her partner from his or her home or refuse access to 
matrimonial home commits an offence attracting imprisonment not 
exceeding 2 years or to a fine not exceeding N300, 000.00 or both.22 
 
Major Shortcomings of the Act 
The major limitation of the Act is its limited application to the Federal 
Capital Territory Abuja.23 This provision shuts out other parts of the 
federation from the benefits of this Act. Again, only the High Court of the 
Federal Capital Territory Abuja is empowered with the jurisdiction to 
hear and grant any application brought under the Act.24 
Again, the Act suffers from duplicity of laws in that most of the offences 
stipulated in the Act are provided for in the existing criminal laws, and 
the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 (as amended) also 
provides adequately for fundamental Human Rights. 
 

Conclusion  
The Act is laudable and aimed at bringing relief to the many victims of 
violence in our society. It will reduce cases of self-help where in victims 
take the laws into their hands to retaliate for violence meted out to them. 
The Act ensures that offenders are brought to justice and victims are 
compensated adequately. It conceals the identities of the victims and 
ensures that they are re-integrated into the society. As at today, some 
states have taken steps to adopt and enact similar laws on violence against 
persons, others are yet to do so. 
 

Recommendations 
1. The National Assembly should immediately extend the jurisdiction 

of the Act to the magistrate courts, because they are closer to the 
grassroots where in violence is presumed prevalent. 

2. Section 46 of the Act should be amended. The application of the Act 
should not only be limited to the Federal Capital Territory. Its 
application should be extended to all parts of the country, because 
it bothers on violation of human rights which is of a universal 
concern. 

                                                           
22

 VAPP Act 2015, s 9. 
23

VAPP Act 2015, s 46. 
24

Ibid, s 45. 


